
homeworld
DIGITAL ACTIVITY BOOK

An activity book for you and baby 
to create and imagine together.



1. Cut both colors of fabric into long vertical strips, 
equal in width and length. If you don’t have extra 
fabric around, you can cut old bed sheets or old 
t-shirts. 

  2. Wrap a circular object, like a hula hoop or a cardboard ring, 
in your choice of fabric until it totally conceals the ring. Glue small sections of 

the fabric down to the ring for added security. 
33. Tie the vertical strips around the hoop, equally spaced. (One color will hang on its 
own, and the other color will be tied with tulle, ribbon, or yarn or dierently colored 
fabric).
4. Cut and tie pieces of rope or yarn to the desired length for hanging, and tie them to 
the hoop so they are equally spaced.
5. Use an overhand knot to tie the rope or yarn together so you can hang the ring in 
the air evenly.
66. Cut the both colors of your tulle, ribbon, or yarn into 6 inch long x 2 inch wide strips.
7. Stack one of each color of ribbon on top of the other, tying a knot with the strips 
around the top of a vertical piece of fabric, nearest to the hula hoop. The ribbon will 
stick out to the sides.
8. Take another set of ribbon strips (stacked once again) and tie them to the vertical 
piece of fabric, folding the ends of the ribbon you’ve already tied down and securing 
your new set  of ribbon to the other piece; creating a bulb. 
99. Continue tying ribbon down the fabric until it is covered from top to bottom.
10. Repeat until every other vertical hanging fabric is covered.

DIRECTIONS

hanging
 kelp mobile

rope/yarn

2 different colors of 
   green or blue tulle, 
          ribbon, or yarn

2 different colors
    of green or 
            blue fabric

non-toxic craft
or tacky glue

scissors

hula hoop or
       cardboard ring 
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pool noodles or
  empty paper towel 
    and toilet paper rolls

box cutter 
or scissors

pipe cleaners 
    or wire hanger

cardboard for base

needle & thread

interactive
   coral reef

felt or fabric

non-toxic craft
or tacky glue
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Learn more about Homeworld at:
www.ninthplanet.org/homeworld

Download more activities for Baby and You at:
www.ninthplanet.org/dancedeck
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